
Publishing with Powision – Frequently asked questions 

a) Why did Powision contact me? 

Frankly because we think you have/had a great idea that needs to be shared. 

 

b) Why didn’t Powision contact me, even though I’ve got this great idea? 

Our resources are restricted to what we can spare next to our regular jobs. Nobody at 

Powision is paid for what he/she is doing. So if we didn’t contact you that doesn’t mean we 

do not appreciate your idea. That is why we distribute our Call for Papers: We sincerely hope 

that you share your idea with us.  

 

c) Why publish with Powision? 

Powision is an idea. It aims at bringing together articles from different disciplines and 

research fields around a given but wide topic. Thereby it provides a transdisciplinary 

approach to issues of interest without neglecting the disciplinary roots of the individual 

article. Neither academic hierarchy nor disciplinary practices should create an obstacle to 

publication. 

Powision hopes to foster a new way of communication between disciplines – “new spaces for 

politics” – and does this by carefully choosing articles, aligning them in a specific way and 

embedding them in an individually created layout. Publishing your article in Powision makes 

you part of a project that ultimately aims at multiplying perspectives on a problem. 

 

d) Why do you ask for the whole article and not for an abstract first? 

If we contacted you, the reason is simple: We read part of your work and believe to know 

what you will go into (Of course, this causality never works: we are mostly surprised and 

thrilled by what we received later on). If you contacted us, the reason is just as simple: we 

don’t want to say “no” on the basis of an abstract. Our reviewers may have a different 

scientific background and need to get an idea of what you are going for. With an average of 

8.000-10.000 signs per article, we believe we don’t ask too much. 

 

e) Should I write in abstract terms and avoid any form of humor? 

It is up to you how you contribute to the upcoming Powision. In general we want your article 

to be able to communicate with the other articles. Hence a certain scientific style (citations, 

structure of an argument, and reference to the theme) is helpful but indeed can be a bit 

more essayist than you would normally write. 

 

f) Would you print my (textual) artwork? 

Yes, we accept rather atypical contributions (poems, paintings, sculptures, self-interviews or 

other forms of artistic writing) if we think it enriches the discourse. However, as we 

ultimately aim at expanding research ideas into other disciplinary fields and into the wider 

public, it might be a good idea to ask in forehand if we would be willing to include your 

specific contribution. 

 

How do you want me to cite and refer to literature? 



Thank you for asking. If you do it you spare us a lot of hard work. We use Harvard citations, 

examples can be found here. Please make sure to include the Publisher and the location 

where the book was published.  

 

g) How does Powision review my article? 

Powision has a three layered review process that looks at the understandability and length of 

the sent-in articles. At any point of this process the author may receive propositions for 

corrections or shortening. This may happen several times. We honestly don’t want to annoy 

you: we just try to give our best in presenting your idea to the reader who may not come 

from the same discipline as you or have your insight into the issue. Sometimes this may 

mean sincere changes to your article, bargaining with the editors or in the worst case that 

your article is turned down. Turning down an article has three reasons:  

1.) several potential authors had the same perspective on the topic and we went through a 

hard time of choosing the one to take 

2.) we just didn’t understand what you wanted to say in your article or it was too biased 

3.) it simply arrived too late 

Please be assured: turning down an article happens seldom immediately and is not done by 

one person (except for reason 3). It is a mutual decision of several reviewers.  

h) I didn’t hear anything and/or the deadline has passed? 

Sorry for keeping you waiting. We will come back to you. Normally we will give you a date by 

which we will respond. If you don’t hear from us but expect to, please write a short e-mail. 

We will respond as soon as possible. If you don’t get any feedback after you contributed your 

article and the magazine should have been printed by now: you are probably right. If we are 

absolutely convinced by an article we may just correct some spelling errors. The next thing 

you then hear from us is indeed the printed magazine in you post box.  

 

What happens to my article? 

Powision is a biannual magazine that is published both in print and online (delayed). This is 

because Powision aims at achieving the widest possible outreach for the author and 

especially his/her ideas. The articles will be published delayed and in free access on 

Powision’s own website. Powision spreads the word via forms of social media, rss, twitter 

and e-mail as well as traditional instruments of advertising (press reports, etc.). It however 

does this with great care and respect for the carried content, as well as for the recipient. 

Powision will not willingly misuse or misinterpret the articles it publishes. By sending in an 

article the author gives his consent to both forms of publication. 

  

i) I counted the signs of other articles. They were longer than mine and I had to live with 

ridiculous changes you proposed. 

In fact that’s right. Even though the average article should have between 8.000 and 10.000 

words, some articles are longer than others. This has to do with the review process and 

maybe a sometimes unfair judgment of where and how to shorten. Especially interviews can 

be longer than articles. We believe the form of an interview is easier to approach for a 

potential reader and hence can be longer as the other contributions. Always keep in mind: 

The reader may not be from your field. The shorter and interesting the article, the higher the 



chance, that the reader will read it from beginning to end (And yes, this is precisely why we 

keep to 8000-10000 signs). 

 

j) I read the magazine has been published. Why hasn’t my issue arrived yet? 

We are sorry for the delay. We haven’t forgotten you. Especially in the last weeks before 

publication and the weeks directly after, everybody is really busy in spreading the work and 

unfortunately with administrative issues (sponsors, financial issues, etc.) we are not as quick 

as we want to be. We however make sure that your copy will be among the first to be sent 

out.  

If the time-spread has been ridiculously long there might be a second reason, though: several 

authors have complained about empty or no packages even though Powision has included 

copies and sent them off. We see it this way: some postman /postwoman had a marvelous 

good time in reading your article. Please tell us if you haven’t received anything. We will send 

a copy again. 

 

k) I am at the other side of the world -  must I wait that long until I receive the newest issue? 

No. After the issue has been printed we prepare a PDF for the delayed online publication. We 

are happy to forward it to you. 

 

l) I got your PDF. May I forward it? 

Please keep it to yourself to avoid that the PDF achieves a greater spread before the paper 

copy is sold out. Even though we really intend to reach everybody who is interested in 

Powision, we have to sell out the printed issue to cover our costs first. The price of 1 € is 

really low and below production costs. This is because we don’t want money to step in 

between your article and the reader. If somebody really is interested in an article you might 

propose that he/she orders a copy. In Germany we charge an extra 1,50 € for sending. 

Outside of Germany we will calculate the price individually but stick to postal and packaging 

costs.  

After the issue has been sold out, we will – starting from issue 10 – inform you and provide 

you with a link to the PDF. Then please go ahead and share it as much as you like. 

  

m) The magazine has arrived and I am quite disappointed because I didn’t like the layout. 

We are sorry. The layout itself is part of the discourse. That is why it changes with every 

issue. The person responsible, normally a media designer or a typographer, has a lot of 

freedom to transform the issue into what he/she sees in the topic (keep in mind he/she 

volunteers, too). We made the experience that the more the editors interfere, the worse the 

product. So far we have been convinced by the individual footprints layouters left on the 

magazine. 

 

…I found an error. 

You are right. This should not happen. Sometimes things go wrong. With changing layouters 

the work starts everytime anew and sometimes the editors don’t communicate problems or 

rountines in the appropriate way. If you find an error please contact us as soon as possible. 

We then can erase it in the online version. If it is a grave issue: We will be just as devastated 

as you are. We constantly improve our review processes in order to avoid such things to 



happen, but sometimes things just go awfully wrong. Next to correcting the online version 

we will print a correction in the upcoming issue. 

 

…I am the only natural scientist that contributed. 

Yes, we would love to have it otherwise. Unfortunately disciplinary citation games make it 

difficult to win authors especially from the natural sciences. We often receive e-mails saying: 

“I would love to write, but it just doesn’t help my career if I publish in a magazine for political 

science”. If you know how we can increase such contributions, please let us know.  

 

n) Thank’s the magazine has arrived. I love it. 

Please let us know and spread the word. It was an honor for us to have you contribute.  

 

 


